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The Helmholtz Centre for
Infection Research
Infectious diseases are one of the main causes of human death worldwide.
According to a study published by the medical journal Lancet in 2012, every
fifth fatality can be directly ascribed to an infection. Furthermore, bacteria,
viruses and other pathogens – as well as inflammatory processes triggered
by them – play a key role in the development of non-communicable diseases
like cancer and neurodegenerative disorders. Multidrug-resistant pathogens
pose a particular danger to chronically ill persons and the elderly, leading to
an increasing global public health problem. New concepts and approaches to
counter this enormous challenge are urgently needed.
At the HZI research campus in Braunschweig, more than 800 employees and
about 100 visiting scientists from over 40 countries are working jointly to find
solutions for the prevention and therapy of infectious diseases. In addition to
the main campus, we have joined forces with the Hannover Medical School to
found TWINCORE, a translational research centre in Hannover devoted to forge
a closer link between basic and clinical research. Furthermore, the Helmholtz
Institute for Pharmaceutical Research Saarland (HIPS) in Saarbrücken has been
established as daughter institute of the HZI in 2009.
The development of new diagnostic approaches, vaccines or antibiotics critically
depends on a proper understanding of the mechanisms underlying infectious
diseases and their propagation in the host. Experts from various scientific
disciplines work together under one roof pursuing different approaches to
increase our knowledge about crucial mechanisms of infection, host immunity
and the effects of potential drug candidates.
Microbiologists, for example, investigate how bacteria and viruses manage to
enter our bodies, how bacteria communicate and how exactly they make us ill.
Geneticists study our genetic make-up looking for reasons why, for example,
one person falls ill with flu while his or her neighbour does not. Immunologists
strive to unravel how the host immune system reacts to intruders and eliminates
them; structural biologists elucidate the three-dimensional structures of key
molecules describing the atomic details of all their interactions.
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Based on the findings of their colleagues from other disciplines, chemists
develop new compounds which can be utilised to combat pathogens at specific
target locations. Epidemiologists, on the other hand, focus on the spread of
pathogens within a whole population – or, at least, subgroups within the population, including individuals who are not even infected. Vaccine researchers
pursue the most effective way to combat germs: They work on new strategies
to prevent pathogens from making us ill in the first place. Pharmacologists,
particularly at the HIPS in Saarbrücken, deal with a crucial step towards the
application of novel anti-infectives: They optimize and refine promising molecules for medical and clinical purposes. Therefore, they are looking for methods
to transport such molecules across biological barriers to the target location
more efficiently and optimize their chemical formulation.
But translational research at the HZI does not stop there: At the TWINCORE in
Hannover, physicians and basic scientists work side by side, jointly drawing up
solutions for urgent clinical problems.
All of these various approaches serve to achieve one common goal, and we
firmly believe that it is the combination of these different efforts that will
eventually lead to success. Thus, step by step, progress is being made towards
resolving an old - and yet current - problem: protecting people against infectious
diseases.
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Foreword
Only a bit more than a decade after having changed its focus, the Helmholtz
Centre for Infection Research (HZI) is already acknowledged as a major player
in the national infection research community and on its way to becoming an
internationally leading institute in the field.
This development has been leveraged by the recruitment of a good mixture of
younger talents and more experienced staff, steady investment in world-class
infrastructure and modern research facilities, excellent regional, national and
international partnerships with universities, clinics and research institutions, as
well as the continuous refinement of HZI’s research strategy in the course of
the past two periods of programme-oriented funding (POF) by the Helmholtz
Association of German Research Centers.
With its new programme “Infection Research”, which outlines the centre’s
research aims for the next five years and has recently received a very positive
assessment by an international review panel, the research strategy of the HZI
has been rationalized along three tightly linked topics:
In Topic 1, “Bacterial and Viral Pathogens”, researchers investigate clinically
relevant infectious diseases caused by bacteria and viruses, striving to unravel
risk factors for infections, to elucidate the molecular basis of virulence and to
identify and characterize potential biomarkers and targets for novel diagnostics
and anti-infective strategies.
Topic 2, “Immune Response and Interventions”, is dedicated towards a better
understanding of the host response against infections. The elucidation of innate
and adaptive immune responses to infection as well as transmission and clearance mechanisms are of central interest to this topic. In addition, sophisticated
strategies of pathogens to evade detection by the host immune system, or to
even subvert host factors for their propagation, are investigated. Ultimately,
the knowledge gained will form the basis for the development of new immune
system based strategies for prevention and therapy of infectious diseases.
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Topic 3, “Anti-Infectives”, addresses the continuing potential of natural compounds as a unique source for novel anti-infectives. Chemists and pharmacists,
in close cooperation with microbiologists and virologists, apply extensive
screening approaches, microbial genome mining and synthetic biotechnology to
identify and further optimize natural compounds with antibacterial and antiviral
activities targeting e.g. adhesion, invasion and communication of pathogens and
to develop innovative carrier systems for their targeted delivery.
The rapid translation of knowledge gained from HZI’s basic research portfolio
into the clinical application constitutes a central element of the new research
programme. This ambitious goal has been reinforced by the recent establishment of two joint institutes with universities: TWINCORE Centre for Experimental and Clinical Infection Research in Hannover, jointly operated with Hannover
Medical School (MHH), and the Helmholtz Institute for Pharmaceutical Research
Saarland (HIPS) in Saarbrücken on the campus of Saarland University, where
HZI is also closely connected to the new and developing Centre for Pharmaceutical Research. Being embedded in regional and national research networks
such as the Translational Alliance in Lower Saxony (TRAIN) and the recently
established German Centre for Infection Research (DZIF), HZI shares scientific
expertise and excellent infrastructures with numerous partners in the field of
translational infection research.
HZI is also one of the partners of the Clinical Research Centre (CRC) Hannover,
together with MHH and Fraunhofer ITEM, starting operation in 2014. CRC will
offer the unique opportunity to run clinical studies in an academic setting.
TU Braunschweig continues to be our most important local academic partner
both in educational and research aspects. Besides jointly setting up a Master’s
course in infection research, the new Braunschweig Integrated Centre for
Systems Biology (BRICS) on the campus of TU Braunschweig will foster systems
biology and bioinformatics to study bacterial infections. With our university
partners Otto von Guericke University (OVGU) Magdeburg and University of
Veterinary Medicine Hannover (TiHo), the main focus of cooperation is on
systems immunology/clinical infectiology and zoonotic infections, respectively.
HZI’s active participation in the Centre for Structural Systems Biology (CSSB) on
the campus of the German Electron Synchrotron DESY in Hamburg will open up
whole new opportunities for structural infection biology at the systemic level.
The research campuses of HZI and HIPS are also constantly being further
developed in accordance with our research strategy: In Braunschweig, the new
S3 building will allow safe research on the most dangerous pathogens, and the
capacity of our infection research building D has been extended by a modern

The TWINCORE facilities in Hannover
TWINCORE

The Campus of the University of Saarland,
Saarbrücken, where also HIPS is located. A
new facility for HIPS has started to be set
up from 21 August 2013 University of Saarland

The Campus of DESY, where the CSSB is
doing research. A new facility for CSSB will
be set up in the near future DESY
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office building. A new building for administration, library and canteen will enhance service and communication on the Braunschweig campus. The planned
Centre for Drug Research and Functional Genomics (DRFG) in Braunschweig,
together with the local Leibniz institute DSMZ and TU Braunschweig, and the
new HIPS building in Saarbrücken will facilitate the pursuit of innovative drug
research, which is further supported by close cooperation with chemists at
Leibniz University in Hannover.
While state-of-the-art infrastructures are a prerequisite for internationally competitive research, creative and dedicated scientists are even more important for
the success of a centre. We are pleased that the HZI has been able to recruit
excellent researchers at all career levels in the past three years, extending and
complementing the scientific portfolio of the centre especially in the areas of
bacterial and viral pathogenesis, microbial communities, epidemiology, neuroinflammation, structural biology and natural compound research.
This research report not only gives an overview of the newest exciting developments of our centre but also summarizes the most recent achievements of our
researchers and cooperation partners. We strongly believe that it will transport
the idea of a vibrant international research environment making the centre an
attractive place to work.
Infectious diseases continue to pose a severe threat to human health worldwide.
Even in well developed countries like Germany, newly emerging and multidrugresistant pathogens constitute serious public health problems that need to
be addressed with utmost urgency. We are confident that, thanks to the joint
efforts of our strongly motivated employees in research and administration, the
fruitful interactions with our partners, as well as the continuing support from
the funding authorities and our scientific advisory board, HZI is well prepared to
take on these important challenges. We are looking forward to the coming years
of exciting and successful infection research.

Prof. Dr. Dirk Heinz
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Programme Infection Research
Causes of Deaths
Worldwide

Total=100 %

Cardiovascular diseases

29,34 %

Infectious diseases

23,04 %

Cancer

12,49 %

Respiratory diseases

6,49 %

Unintentional injuries

6,23 %

Perinatal conditions

4,23 %

Digestive diseases

3,45 %

Intentional injuries

2,84 %

Neuropsychiatric disorders

1,95 %

Diabetes mellitus

1,73 %

Dis. genitourinary system

1,49 %

Nutritional deficiencies

0,85 %

Others

5,87 %

WHO 2004, estimates for 2002

Infectious diseases
In recent human history, the overall infectious disease burden has significantly
been reduced by enhancing hygienic conditions and improving the overall
nutritional status. Furthermore, preventive vaccines and antimicrobial drugs
additionally contributed to control infectious diseases. Nevertheless, infections
continue to be the second-most frequent cause of mortality worldwide and also
in highly developed countries they constitute a major health threat. Increasing
travel activities and global trading enhances the risk for rapid worldwide spread
of infectious agents. Newly emerging pathogens such as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS), Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS) and swine as well as bird influenza may invade the human population. The 2011 epidemic of a Shiga Toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) in
Northern Germany, which caused more than 50 deaths, illustrates that even in
highly developed countries outbreaks can cause severe public health emergencies. Furthermore, chronic viral infections such as human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV) infections are associated with significant
morbidity worldwide.
The antibiotic crisis
Effective treatment of infectious diseases by anti-infectives is severely hampered by the appearance of resistant pathogens. This fact is further exacerbated by the inappropriate use of antibiotics both in humans and animal livestock.
In addition, the ability of bacterial pathogens to form biofilm communities reduces the efficacy of antibiotics by physically blocking the penetration of drugs.
The “antibiotic crisis”, characterised by therapy failures and rising treatment
costs, is aggravated by the constantly decreasing supply with new antibiotics
with only a handful of new substance class candidates currently being developed by the pharmaceutical industry. For antiviral therapy the situation is even
worse as only a very limited number of virus infections currently can be treated
by approved drugs.
New vaccines needed
Vaccines have been proven very efficacious in preventing or treating infectious
diseases. Although vaccines exist against many pathogens there is an urgent
need for new vaccines against several wide-spread pathogens (such as HCV,
herpes virus, dengue virus, malaria and HIV), newly emerging pathogens and
variants of known pathogens (such as tuberculosis and influenza). Furthermore,
vaccines with increased efficacy are needed in order to protect non-responders
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and to establish facilitated vaccination regimens. Because on the population
level the true effectiveness of several vaccines is below their pharmaceutical
potential, for instance due to replacement phenomena, selection of even more
virulent strains can occur favoring the spread of antigenic strains not covered by
existing vaccines. Therefore, it is necessary to better understand pathogen immune evasion mechanisms and the host immune response. This will constitute
the basis to improve existing vaccines and to develop new vaccination strategies.
The programme INFECTION RESEARCH
Considering the enormous challenges arising from infectious diseases, it is mandatory to gain an improved understanding of virulence mechanisms as the basis
for discovery of new targets and drugs for preventive and therapeutic interventions. Pathogen-host interactions need to be investigated for the development
of novel specific and broad-spectrum anti-infectives. For anti-virals, the ultimate
goal is to identify new compounds that interfere with viral functions and/or host
components crucial for the viral life-cycle. Fundamental mechanisms of pathogenesis of selected clinically relevant bacterial and viral infections are being
explored in animal models as well as with patient specimen. One focus is laid on
deciphering mechanisms of pathogen entry and replication as well as microbial
communication in biofilms. Furthermore, relevant mechanisms of the pathogenspecific host response are being dissected. Such data will be instrumental in
establishing new preventive and therapeutic strategies. Discovery of new targets
on the level of the pathogen as well as the host will be followed. A complete
natural product identification and modification pipeline is being exploited to
screen natural product libraries for new candidates with anti-infective properties. Special emphasis is being laid on new classes of anti-infectives and new
modes of action. Finally, new targets, strategies and candidates will be explored
for their applicability in clinical practice. For this purpose a comprehensive
translation pipeline comprising central elements of preclinical testing and the
infrastructure to perform early clinical trials have been established.
Infections may also cause or influence several non-communicable common
diseases such as cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, metabolic and immune
disorders and cardiovascular diseases. Confirmed examples for infection
induced cancer include Helicobacter pylori, human papilloma virus, HIV and
hepatitis B virus and HCV, whereas metabolic disease may be associated with
enterovirus infection, and cardiovascular diseases are induced by infection
with certain streptococci strains. Already in the past within the programme
INFECTION RESEARCH important knowledge was gained of how chronic HCV
infection induces gastric cancer and how different streptococci strains induce
cardiovascular disease. Interestingly, non-pathogenic commensals may also
affect the balance between health and disease. It will be a matter of future
research to study the exact correlations in greater detail. The analysis of the impact of infections on non-communicable diseases will benefit from the recently
initiated National Cohort Study as well as from close collaborations with clinical
partners and other Helmholtz health research centres.
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Development of new bioactive natural compounds
Natural compound research has a long standing track record at HZI resulting
in the development of new pharmaceuticals such as epothilone which was
approved in 2007 as an anticancer agent (IxempraR, Bristol-Myers Squibb – BMS)
and argyrin and disorazol which are approaching phase I clinical trials with anticancer applications. During the last few years this expertise has been intensively
applied to identify several new candidates inhibiting growth of Gram-positive
as well as Gram-negative bacteria and viruses. These candidates are currently
being further optimized and it is anticipated that within the next 5 years at least
some of the most promising candidates will be moved towards early clinical
testing. These examples illustrate that the unique combination of expertise
within the programme INFECTION RESEARCH enables research in the fields of
natural products, chemical biology and pharmaceutical sciences under one roof.
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Towards individualized infection medicine
Infection research at HZI is motivated by clinical needs in the field of infectious
diseases. Pathogens currently under investigation include chronic (HCV and
herpes virus) and acute (influenza virus) viral pathogens as well as Gram-positive
(streptococci, MRSA, Clostridium difficile) and Gram-negative (Pseudomonades,
Yersinia) bacterial pathogens, with a special focus on microbial communities
(biofilms) that render pathogens refractory to antibiotic treatment or to the host’s
immune attack. Based on epidemiologically validated criteria the researched
pathogen spectrum is continuously being adjusted. By building multidisciplinary
research teams knowledge arising from basic research is channeled into clinical
practice, while medical observations and challenges are communicated back
to basic researchers. Close collaborations between physician scientists and
basic researchers additionally facilitate access to patient specimen and allows
conjointly planning of translational research activities. Research is performed
to develop novel strategies for prevention, diagnosis and therapy of infectious
diseases. In addition to pre-clinical research, patient oriented research and
early clinical studies will be performed in a new clinical research centre which is
currently being established by the partners HZI, Hannover Medical School and
Fraunhofer ITEM and which will be opened in 2014.
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This interdisciplinary network is crucial to drive research towards the development of tailored and individualized patient management concepts in infection
medicine. Already now the therapy of some chronic virus infections is accompanied by the testing of critical pathogen and host associated biomarkers
(e.g. HCV genotype and host single nucleotide polymorphisms within the type
III IFN locus). Research activities at HZI not only focus on single patients and
patient cohorts but also on population aspects. Current research activities
involve patient specimen for the identification of new biomarkers that predict
the course of infectious disease and/or treatment response. In the future these
findings will be applied to advance the development of novel diagnostics and
ultimately to move towards personalized infection medicine.
INFECTION RESEARCH, a concerted approach between several specialized
partners
Recent technological breakthroughs in molecular biology, genetics, biochemistry,
cell biology and immunology rapidly widen our knowledge on pathogenesis
including pathogenicity and host defense mechanisms. The complex interplay
between pathogens and their hosts is being addressed at all levels of complexity,
ranging from the interaction of single molecules to the dynamics of an infection
within populations. Additionally, individual risk factors are being addressed.
The programme INFECTION RESEARCH builds on advanced approaches in biomedical basic research to significantly contribute to the development of novel
strategies against infectious diseases. Thus, the programme follows a truly
translational approach which is grounded on profound basic research activities.

Programme ‟Infection Research” – Translational Cycle
Translational
Research

Basic
Research
TWINCORE

Preclinical
and
Clinical
Research

Infection
Medicine
Programme „Infection Research“ – The Translational Cycle

HZI
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Considering the huge impact infections have on public health it is of crucial
importance to better understand the complex interplay between pathogens
and their hosts. The programme INFECTION RESEARCH builds on the scientific
expertise and excellent infrastructures at three locations of the Helmholtz
Centre for Infection Research (HZI), the main HZI campus in Braunschweig, the
TWINCORE Centre for Experimental and Clinical Infection Research in Hannover,
a joint venture between the Hannover Medical School and the HZI, and the
Helmholtz-Institute for Pharmaceutical Research Saarland (HIPS) in Saarbrücken. Additionally, the HZI integrates strategic alliances on the national as
well as the international level into the programme. Together with local universities (Hannover Medical School, Technical University Braunschweig, Otto-vonGuericke-University Magdeburg, Leibniz University Hannover, University of
Veterinary Medicine Hannover, Saarland University), non-university institutions
(Fraunhofer ITEM, Leibniz-Institutes such as DSMZ, and others), governmental institutions (Robert-Koch-Institute), international partners (such as the
University of Alberta in Edmonton, Canada, Institut Pasteur in Paris, France,
Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm, Sweden, the Imperial College in London, and
others) and finally the pharmaceutical industry different expertises are jointly
developed.
Furthermore, HZI is a founding member of the German Centre for Infection
Research (DZIF), a national network which fosters and strengthens translational
infection research in Germany. Within DZIF’s organizational structure, HZI
has a prominent position as location of the administrative main office, the
funding management and the product development unit. Within DZIF’s research
activities, HZI/HIPS particularly contribute their expertise in the field of drug
research for the discovery and development of novel anti-infectives in the
thematic translational unit (TTU) “Novel Anti-infectives” and the infrastructure
unit “Natural Compound Library”. In accordance, the DZIF’s core facilities for
fermentation, down-stream-processing and compound storage and distribution
as well as for assay development and screening are to be established at the HZI
in the years to come. Furthermore, HZI scientists play leading roles in the TTUs
“Gastrointestinal Infections”, “Hepatitis”, “HIV” and “Infections of the Immunocompromized Host”, and the HZI is actively involved in the establishment of a
future bioinformatics centre at the Hannover-Braunschweig site.
Research activities within the programme INFECTION RESEARCH are organized
within three topics that focus on (i) bacterial and viral pathogens, (ii) the host
response to infections and (iii) the discovery of novel drug candidates.
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Topic 1 “Bacterial and Viral Pathogens”
investigates risk factors for spread, infectivity
and susceptibility to infections. It analyzes
virulence mechanisms of bacterial and viral
pathogens ultimately aiming at making these
accessible for the development of innovative
antimicrobial therapies. To study colonisation
and maintenance of infection as well as immune evasion, research is performed with
clinically relevant pathogens and corresponding model pathogens.

Topic 2 “Immune Responses and Interventions” explores the host response to
pathogens. This is done by the analysis of
pathogen transmission, immune modulation
and clearance mechanisms of the host
response, and by unraveling immune evasion
mechanisms that are operative during the
induction of innate and adaptive immune
responses against infections. Based on this
information new immune intervention strategies for prevention or treatment of infectious
diseases will be developed.

Topic 3 “Anti-Infectives” covers the identification, characterisation, optimisation and
delivery of known and new bioactive natural
substances. To identify new bactericidal,
bacteriostatic and antiviral active substance
groups as well as innovative reagents that
block host-pathogen interactions (antivirulence strategies) the unique potential of
microorganisms, such as myxobacteria and
fungi, to synthesize a plethora of different
natural substances is being explored.

Streptococci (red) without SfbI protein (streptococcal fibronectin binding
protein I) on the bacterial surface invade epithelial host cells by cytoskeletal
rearrangements of actin, forming membrane ruffles. HZI /Rohde

Cross-talk between two human T-cells (blue) and a human dendritic cell
(yellow-brownish). After the first contact the dendritic cell responses with the
formation of membranes engulfing partially the adherent T-cells. HZI / Rohde

Sorangium cellulosum, a gluiding bacterium, showing trails and fruiting bodies
(green) HZI / HIPS

Research within the topics is supported by several Enabling Technologies
comprising structural biology, proteomics, high throughput genome and transcriptome analysis and platforms, such as the animal facility, BSL3 facility, and
protein production facility.
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Facts and Figures
In 1965 the HZI was founded as “Centre for Molecular
Biological Research” (GMBF) with financial support by
the Volkswagen Foundation. In 1976 the Federal Government through the Ministry for Research and Technology
(BMFT) together with the State of Niedersachsen took
over the Centre, now called “German Research Centre
for Biotechnology” (GBF). Since then the BMFT/BMBF as
well as the State of Niedersachsen have jointly financed
the GBF/HZI. In 2006 it was the first research centre
of the Helmholtz Association to change its name into a
Helmholtz Centre institution: the Helmholtz Centre for
Infection Research – HZI. In 2008, the TWINCORE was
founded by the HZI and the Hannover Medical School as
a centre for translational research, located in Hannover,
and in 2009 the Helmholtz Institute for Pharmaceutical
Research Saarland (HIPS) was founded to be a branch
of the HZI at the Campus of the University of Saarland,
Saarbrücken.
Financing
In 2012, the complete budget was 72 Mio € including
22 Mio € of external funding. Within the latter amount also
the setting up of new building is included.
External Funding for Research
More than 75 % of the external funding came from national
research programmes. About 12 % and 9 % were from EU
programmes and industry, respectively.

External Financing of Research (in T€)
Source
BMBF

Full Cost
4,669

DFG

3,473

EU

1,885

HGF

3,530

Industry

1,465

Others
Total Sum

537
15,559

External funding 2012 - by source
Others 3.5 %
Industry 9.4 %

BMBF 30.0 %

HGF 22.7 %

EU 12.1 %

DFG 22.3 %

Patents, property rights and licences – year 2012
Priority based applications
Granted patents
Total number of held property rights
Licence agreements
Licence proceeds (T€)

4
55
555
55
6,164
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Participation in relevant Research Networks
In 2012, the HZI participated in
18 special DFG Programmes,
3 ERC Starting Grants,
19 EU projects (incl. ERC and COST Action),
38 BMBF / BMWI projects (including 8 bilateral WTZ
cooperation projects
with Argentina, Brazil, Chile and India), and
2 projects of the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF).

EU Frame Programmes
CP

CASIMIR

CP

Sysgenet

CP-IP

FAST-XDR-DETECT

Cooperation

FLUINHIBIT

ERC Adv. Grant

BACSIN

ERC StG

RESISTOME

ERC StG

CMVAgSTIMULUS

ERC StG

EXPLOGEN

IMI

EMTRAIN

IMI

COMPACT

IMI

COMBACTE – Management

IMI

COMBACTE – KOM

IMI

COMBACTE – INI

IMI

COMBACTE – CPRO

IMI

COMBACTE – MOBA

IMI

COMBACTE – MINP

IMI

COMBACTE – MMIK

Infrastructures

INSTRUCT – associated

Infrastructures

INFRAFRONTIER 13

Infrastructures

EU-Openscreen – CO / - SU / - RT

Marie Curie IEF

BMBF
SB Labor DESY
Biotransporter

PeTra – DDEL

Biotransporter

PeTra – CMIK

Biotransporter

PeTra – VAC

BMBF Special action

Biofilm Inhibitors – MINS

BMBF Special action

Biofilm Inhibitors – MOLI

BMBF Special action

Biofilm Inhibitors – DDOP

BMBF Special action

Biofilm Inhibitors – MWIS

BMBF Special action

Biofilm Inhibitors – TWINCORE

BMBF Special action

Biofilm Inhibitors – CBIO

COMPACT support

Preparations IMI

eBio

CellSys

eBio

ImmunoQuant

eMed

SYSIMIT

ERA-Net

BIBA

ERA-Net

HCRus

ERA-Net

HCVAX

ERA-Net

LISTRESS

Excellence Research New Countries

“Taschentuchlabor”

IB BMBF Chile

Flavonoid Biotransformations

IB BMBF Chile

Metatranscriptomics

IB BMBF India

Validation of PARF Peptide

IB BMBF India

Streptococcal endocarditis 2

GerontoSys

GerontoSHIELD

KMU innovative

Dis-Z-Konjugate (MWIS)

KMU innovative

Dis-Z-Konjugate (MINS)

KMU innovative

FuDel

Medicinal Infection Genomic

LegioProtect

Medicinal Infection Genomic

MENAGE

National Cohort

National Cohort

Gasautophagy

Susceptbility & Resistance against
Infections

PROGRESS

Marie Curie CIG

SalmoVir

WTZ Ukraine (SciTechnolCoop)

Landrug

Marie Curie CIG

InflaComm

Zoonosis

FBI-Zoo II

Marie Curie ITN

PathLooser_ITN

SME-targeted CP

Complex INC – RTD / - other

Graduate School
The HZI is actually participation in 4 international Graduate
Schools, two financed by the State of Niedersachsen and
one each by the DFG and HGF. This means that in 2012
229 PhD students were performing their PhD studies
at the HZI.

Helmholtz Graduate School for
Infection Research

HIGS

Helmholtz-Kolleg for Infection Biology

H-IRISIB

DFG-Graduate School GRK 653

“Pseudomonas”

DFG-Graduate School GRK1273

“Chronical Infections”
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DFG (German Research Foundation)
SFB 599

Permanent Implantates (CMIK – D8)

SFB 599

Permanent Implantates (RDIF – D7)

SFB 599

Permanent Implantates (RDIF – D1)

SFB 599

Permanent Implantates (RDIF – DR11)

SFB 599

Permanent Implantates (RDIF – D8)

SFB 738

Optimization of Conventional and Innovative Transplants: Foxp3 T cells

SFB 738

Optimization of Conventional and Innovative Transplants: TP Z1 II

SFB 854

Molecular Organisation Cellular Communication in the Immune System - CPRO

SFB 854

Molecular Organisation Cellular Communication in the Immune System - EXIM

SFB 900

(MOBA)

SFB 900

(RDIF)

SFB 900

(VIMM)

SFB 900

(IMCI)

SFB/TR 51

Ecology, Physiology and Molecular Biology of the Roseobacter-Group B04

SFB/TR 51

Ecology, Physiology and Molecular Biology of the Roseobacter-Group C05

SFB/TR 77

(GMAK)

SPP 1258

Sensory and regulatory RNAs in Prokaryotes (Yersinia)

SPP 1316

Host-adapted Metabolism of Bacterial Pathogens (Yersinia)

SPP 1394

Mast-cells – promoters of health and modulators of disease

SPP 1580

Regulation of Rab20

SPP 1617

Bistability rovA Yersinia

SPP 1656

Intestinal Dysbiosis

EXC 62

ReBirth II

FOR 629

Tubulin modifications

FOR 1103

Hund

FOR 1220

PROTRAIN II (TP 11)

FOR 1220

PROTRAIN II (TP 03)

FOR 1406

Exploiting the Potential of Natural Compounds: Myxobacteria

FOR 1406

Tubulysin Derivatives

KFO 250/1

Epigenetics 1

KFO 250/2

Epigenetics 2

Trilateral Cooperation

HR analysis Legionella

D-A-CH Lead Agency Agreement

Phenazine Biosynthesis
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Personnel
At the end of 2012 the HZI staff comprised 810 persons
with full time and part time occupation. Additionally, 320
guests worked in various projects, receiving their payment
from third parties. Along with 210 senior scientists, almost
230 PhD-students were working at the HZI.

Supervisory Board
The Supervisory Board (SB) oversees the legality, expedience and economy of the management. It decides on
general research goals, the principal research policy and
financial affairs of the centre. It consists of a maximum of
11 members.

Boards and Assemblies of the HZI
The boards and assemblies of the HZI are the Board of
Trustees, the Supervisory Board, the Scientific Committee
and the Managing Directors.

Scientific Advisory Committee
The Scientific Advisory Committee (SC) consists of external scientific experts. It advises the Supervisory Board
with regard to the R&D programme as well as the general
research strategy of the HZI.

Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees is formed by the three trustees of
the HZI, the Federal Republic of Germany, the State of
Niedersachsen, and the State of Saarland, represented
by their respective departments, the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF), the Finance Ministry
of Niedersachsen, and the Ministry of Economics of the
Saarland.

Managing Directors
The Managing Directors of the HZI:
Research & Development: Prof. Dr. Dirk Heinz
Administration: Ulf Richter, MBA (until 30 Sept. 2013),
Franziska Broer (from 1 Jan. 2014)

Members of the Supervisory Board (SB) and the Scientific Advisory Committee (SC) (Status: 01.12.2013)
Function

Name, Title

Organisation

Locality

Chairman SB

Brumme-Bothe, MinDir Bärbel

BMBF

Berlin

Vice-Chairman SB

Eichel, MinDir Rüdiger

NMWK

Hannover

SB

Mees, Christian

Staatskanzlei, Saarland

Saarbrücken

SB

Baum, Prof. Dr. Christopher

MHH

Hannover

SB

Buer, Prof. Dr. Jan

Universitätsklinikum

Essen

SB

Gastmeier, Prof. Dr. Petra

Charité

Berlin

SB + SC, Chairman SC

Hardt, Prof. Dr. Wolf-Dietrich

ETH Zürich

Zürich

SB

Lang, Prof. Dr. Christine

Organobalance GmbH

Berlin

SB

Kessler, Wolfgang

HZI

Braunschweig

SB + SC, Vice-Chairman SC

Kisker, Prof. Dr. Caroline

University

Würzburg

SB

Medina, Priv.-Doz. Dr. Eva

HZI

Braunschweig

SC

Autenrieth, Prof. Dr. Ingo

University

Tübingen

SC

Beisiegel, Prof. Dr. Ulrike

University

Göttingen

SC

Brakhage, Prof. Dr. Axel

HKI

Jena

SC

Hesselbach, Prof. Dr. Jürgen

Techn. University

Braunschweig

SC

Ott, Dr. Dr. Melanie

University of California

San Francisco

SC

Rosenthal, Prof. Dr. Walter

MDC

Berlin

SC

Sauer, Prof. Dr. Markus

University

Würzburg

SC

von Mehring, Prof. Dr. Christian

ETH Zürich

Zürich

SC

Waldmann, Prof. Dr. Herbert

MPI Molecular Physiology

Dortmund

Occupational
Re-entry
Management
B. Jaschok-Kentner

VPS
BEM

VPS
GB

BR
GB

Administration / Infrastructure

Biologic Systems
Analysis
Prof. Dr. U. Bilitewski
(comm.)

Departments
Dr. M. Strätz (comm.)

PA

Human Resources
J. Schinkel
Finance Department
D.-M. Reinhardt

FA

Chemical Biology
Prof. Dr.
M. Brönstrup

CBIO

Medicinal Chemistry
Prof. Dr. M. Kalesse

MCH

Microbial Drugs
Prof. Dr. M. Stadler

MWIS

Experimental
Animal Unit
Dr. H. Riedesel

JUR EM

MISG

PS
TB
RZ

DDOP

Chemical Biology
of Carbohydrates
Dr. A. Titz

Computer Centre
Dr. J. Metge
Safety and Environmental Affairs
Dr. E. Grund

ORG

INFG

Drug Design and
Optimization
Prof. Dr. R. Hartmann

Organisation and Administration-IT
H. Ohrdorf (Data Protection Manager)

Staff Units
Dr. M. Strätz (comm.)
Public Relations
M. Braun

ÖA

SIMM

Systems Immunology
Prof. Dr.
M. Meyer- Hermann

Actinobacteria
Metabolic
Engineering Group
Dr. A. Luzhetskyy

Drug Delivery
Prof. Dr. C.-M. Lehr

Technical Services
O. Rabe

CBCH

Infection Genetics
Prof. Dr. K. Schughart

Microbial Natural
Products
Prof. Dr. R. Müller

DDEL

Intravital Microscopy
in Infection and
Immunity
Prof. Dr. A. Müller

Helmholtz-Institute for Pharmaceutical Research Saarland (HIPS)
Saarbrücken

MINS

Molecular
Immunology
Dr. S. Weiß

MOLI

System-oriented
Immunology and
Inflammation Research
Prof. Dr. I. Schmitz

Legal Affairs and Licenses
Dr. C. Kügler- Walkemeyer
Patents
D. Meseke

AMEG

IMMI
GMAK

VIMM
IMMK

PHAB

Genome Analytics
Dr. R. Geffers

Microbial Strain
Collection
Dr. J. Wink

TEE

RPEX

CSSB

Structural Biology of
the Cytoskeleton
Dr. I. Kursula
(at DESY)

Immune Control
Prof. Dr. B. Schraven

Innate Immunity
and Infection
Dr. A. Kröger

SIME

IMCI

Microbial
Immune Regulation
Dr. T. Strowig

Recombinant Protein
Expression
Dr. J. van den Heuvel

Viral Immune
Modulation
Prof. Dr.
M. Brinkmann

INMI

Immune Aging and
Chronic Infections
Prof. Dr. L. Cicin-Sain
Sain

MIKI

Structural Biology
of Autophagy
Dr. A. Scrima

MIDI

MPRO
MMIA

Phagosome
Biology
Dr. M. Gutierrez

SBAU

Macromolecular
Interactions
Prof. Dr. C. Ritter

Internal Auditing
R. Lomberg (Anti-Corr.Commissioner)

Biomarkers in
Infection und
Immunity
PD Dr. F. Pessler

CO

Scientific Department
Research Group

Occupational Safety Specialist
C. Strömpl
Library
A. Plähn

Junior Research Group

Innate Immunity and
Viral Evasion
Prof. Dr. C. Goffinet

IR

Legend

DMC
BCO
PWC

FaSi

Experimental
Infection Research
Prof. Dr. U. Kalinke

BIOM

Experimental
Virology
Prof. Dr.
T. Pietschmann

EXPI

HZI-Groups at TWINCORE
Hannover

Dr. M. Strätz
A. Hauk
Dr. R.-J. Müller

BIB

Neuroinflammation
and
Neurodegeneration
Prof. Dr. M. Korte

NIND

Controlling

EVIR

Epidemiological and
Statistical Methods
Prof. Dr.
R. Mikolajczyk

Microbial
Diagnostics
Prof. Dr. M. Höfle

Microbial Proteomics
Prof. Dr.
S. Engelmann

AIVE

Epidemiology
Prof. Dr. G. Krause

MOBA

Molecular
Bacteriology
Prof. Dr. S. Häußler

EPID

Infection Biology
of Salmonella
Dr. M. Erhardt

ESME

Regulation in
Infection Biology
Prof. Dr.
E. Charpentier

REGI

Central Facility for
Microscopy
Prof. Dr. M. Rohde

ZEIM

MINP

Microbial Interactions
and Processes
Prof. Dr. D. Pieper

IBIS

Purchasing Department
O. Reusner

SU

Gene Regulation and
Differentiation
Dr. H. Hauser

Model Systems for
Infection and
Immunity
Dr. D. Wirth

Represent. Body
for Disabled
Employees
E. Reinhard

BISA

Immune Regulation
Prof. Dr. D. Bruder

Equal Opportunity
Commissioner
E. Rohn-Stenzel

Anti-infectives

RDIF

Chemical
Microbiology
Dr. W.-R. Abraham

Experimental
Immunology
Prof. Dr. J. Hühn

BR

AR

Staff Council
J. Aubert, Chair

MSYS

Cellular Proteome
Research
Prof. Dr. L. Jänsch

Vaccinology and
Applied Microbiology
Prof. Dr. C.A. Guzmán

VAC

Structure and
Function of Proteins
Prof. Dr.
W. Blankenfeldt

SFPR

Microbial
Communication
Prof. Dr.
I. Wagner-Döbler
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Immune Response and Interventions

CPRO

Infection Immunology
PD Dr. E. Medina

MIBI

Molecular Infection
Biology
Prof. Dr. P. Dersch

INI

Medical Microbiology
Prof. Dr.
G.S. Chhatwal

KOM

MMIK

Bacterial and Viral Pathogens

EXIM

Prof. Dr. S. Häußler,
Chair

Prof. Dr. D. Heinz
N.N.

GFW
GFA

Scientific Management
Administrative Management

Council of Scientists

IREG

LA

Steering Committee

Supervisory Board
MinDir‘in B. Brumme-Bothe (BMBF), Chair
MinDirig R. Eichel (MWK Niedersachsen), Vice Chair

CMIK

Scientific Advisory Committee
Prof. Dr. W.-D. Hardt, Chair

WK
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BCO = Financial Controlling
DMC = External Funding Controlling
PWC = Planning Programme and Scientific Controlling

